Abstract : Shoaling and breaking of solitary waves is computed on slopes 1:100 to 1:8 using an experimentally validated fully nonlinear wave model based on potential flow equations. Characteristics of waves are computed at and beyond the breaking point, and geometric self-similarities of breakers are discussed as a function of wave height and bottom slope. No wave breaks for slopes steeper than 12 . A breaking criterion is derived for milder slopes, based on values of a nondimensional slope parameter S o . This criterion predicts both whether waves will break or not and which type of breaking will occur (spilling, plunging, or surging). Empirical expressions for the breaking index and for the depth and celerity at breaking are derived based on computations. All results agree well with laboratory experiments. The NSW equations fail to predict these results with sufficient accuracy at the breaking point. Pre-breaking shoaling rates follow a more complex path than previously realized. Post-breaking behaviors exhibit a rapid (non-dissipative) decay, also observed in experiments, associated with a transfer of potential energy into kinetic energy. Wave celerity decreases in this zone of rapid decay.
Introduction
of NSW equations (the last points will be further substantiated in the present study).
From the earlier work discussed above, it appears that potential flow theory can quite well predict the physics of wave shoaling over a slope, up to and into the early stages of breaking, before touch down of the breaker jet on the free surface. Hence, a FNPM can be used to investigate detailed characteristics of breaking waves, provided great care is taken in the numerical model to ensure high numerical accuracy of results. Because of the easy access to computed results, information can readily be obtained for flow details, such as those during the formation of the overturning jet of a wave, that are very difficult to accurately measure in laboratory experiments.
The present paper represents the second part of studies reported in , in which Grilli et al.'s (1989) FNPM was used to calculate characteristics of solitary waves shoaling over plane slopes. In the present paper, a much more accurate version of this model is used to compute detailed characteristics of solitary wave breakers, like jet shape and wave height variation, throughout early breaking (i.e., from the BP onward). Computations are carried out for a wide range of slopes and wave heights and results are used to derive both a breaking criterion and equations for predicting wave characteristics at breaking. Numerical results are validated by comparison with laboratory experiments 7 . More complete literature reviews and description of solitary waves shoaling and breaking characteristics may be found in the works by Camfield and Street (1969) , Skjelbreia (1987) , Synolakis (1987) , Raichlen and Papanicolaou (1988) , and Zelt (1991) .
Description of the numerical model
Governing equations, boundary conditions, and numerical schemes for the present FNPM can be found in Grilli et al. (1989) and in Grilli (1993) , and a summary of these is given in Appendix I. Fig. 1 shows a typical sketch of computational domain for solitary waves propagating over a slope s. Only the important aspect of accuracy of computations is briefly discussed hereafter.
Numerical accuracy.-In the present computations, to achieve sufficient accuracy both for highly nonlinear waves propagating over gentle slopes (i.e., over long distances) and for small scale breaker jets, three levels of improvements of the initial Grilli et al.' s model were needed : (i) a higher-order representation of both the free surface geometry and kinematics, ensuring continuity of the slope ("Mixed Cubic Interpolation method"; Grilli and Subramanya, 1996) ; (ii) selective and adaptive node regridding techniques allowing a higher resolution of computations in breaker jets and also preventing nodes from moving too close to each other (Grilli and Subramanya, 1996) ; and (iii) adaptive quasi-singular integration methods accounting for the proximity of nodes in breaker jets .
Accuracy is checked in the present computations by verifying global conservation of wave volume and total energy (Grilli et al., 1989) . In all cases, spatial and temporal discretizations are selected for both errors on wave energy and volume to stay smaller than 0.05% during most of the wave propagation (see Grilli and Subramanya, 1996 , for details of typical discretizations, numerical parameters, and computational errors for solitary wave shoaling). When breaker jets are forming, however, errors in volume and energy increase in the initial discretization. These errors are reduced by improving the resolution in breaker jets through addition and regridding of discretization nodes. Due to the smaller distance between nodes in regridded breaker jets, the (adaptive) time step very much reduces beyond the BP, which further improves computational accuracy. In the present applications, computations were stopped when global errors became larger than 1.0%. This criterion usually allowed following the development of breaker jets up to impending touch down on the free surface 8 .
Shoaling and breaking of solitary waves over a slope
The first problem addressed in this paper is the question of how do solitary waves behave immediately before and after the breaking point (BP), as a function of both incident wave height and beach slope, with particular attention paid to breaker shape and self-similarity, and to pre-and post-breaking variation of the wave heights.
Breaker shape and self-similarity. concentrated on the shoaling aspects (illustrated in Fig. 1 ) and were carried out with a version of the model that was not able to pursue computations with sufficient accuracy further than the BP (represented by curves a in Figs. 2abc, 3abc, 4abc, 5c, and curve d in Fig. 5b ). The new improvements of the model by Grilli and Subramanya (1994, 1996) This suggests that, for a fixed initial wave height, the height of the jet would tend to zero as the slope tends to zero. On a very gentle slope, the wave would propagate for long distances before reaching breaking, in a manner similar to the instability of the almost highest solitary wave on constant depth analyzed by Tanaka et al. (1987) . Its breaker height would thus be very close to the maximum stable wave height on a horizontal bottom (' 0:78h o ). Based on the present computations, our conjecture would be that, in this case, the breaking would still be plunging but at first on a very small scale. After touch-down of the (small) jet, however, the turbulent region would propagate down the slope in a situation that is usually associated with a spilling breaker.
The implication of this hypothesis is that all (so-called) spilling breakers actually start as (small scale) plunging breakers. High speed laboratory photographs by Papanicolaou and Raichlen (1987) (PR) and Raichlen and Papanicolaou (1988) (RP), of solitary waves breaking over a (very gentle) 1:164 slope, support this hypothesis and show that a very small scale curl-up of the wave crest occurs just before the bore usually associated with spilling breaking is observed. Local analytic solutions of potential flow equations by Jenkins (1994) also indicate the occurrence of very small size jets and that spilling and plunging breaking can be "regarded as being basically the same phenomenon except with a smaller length scale" 10 . Hence, for convenience, we have chosen here (arbitrarily) to use the term spilling breaker for a plunging breaker with a jet height less than half the wave height. Based on this criterion, the waves in Figs Fig. 5a curve a has been used to show the (non-breaking) wave shape just before it starts running up). We see that, on the same slope, breaking waves of different incident heights have a similar shape. The most important differences are that, the smaller the incident wave, the higher and more peaked the breaking wave and these differences become more pronounced the milder the slope. This implies that, on a given slope, the breaking index, H b =h b , is larger the smaller the incident wave. An equivalent similarity in shape is not found for waves of same incident height on different slopes. In Fig 6, we see that the overturning jets grow both in length and thickness as the slope becomes steeper (curves a to d). In all cases (except for curve d in Fig. 6a , the runup case), we are technically looking at plunging breakers (although some have formally been termed spilling as mentioned earlier) but it is obvious that a significant increase in the intensity of breaking takes place when the slope increases. On the basis of this observation, it would seem reasonable to consider the area of the jet at the instant of touch down as a measure of the strength of breaking. A dimensionless parameter could be obtained by dividing this area, say, by HLor H
.
Wave height variations before and after breaking.- Fig. 7 shows wave height variations as a function of depth h(x 0 ), for the cases in Figs. 2-5. We see, again, that the slope is more significant than the incident wave height in determining changes in H up to and beyond the BP (symbols ( )).
Before the BP, wave height variations confirm the patterns discussed in : (i) for all slopes, no wave has a real tendency to follow Green's law 11 , G H / h ;1=4 ; (ii) for gentle slopes, Boussinesq law, B H / h ;1 , only frames the results and, in average, no wave grows faster than 1=h; (iii) on the steeper (1:8) slope, wave height essentially does not change and even slightly decreases towards the BP.
The more accurate model used in the present studies allows computations to be accurately pursued beyond the BP. One thus sees that, on the gentler slopes, wave height rapidly decreases over a short distance before touch-down of the jet. Since there is no dissipation in the FNPM, this decrease in height must entirely be due to a reorganization of potential energy into kinetic energy in the wave. This is easily confirmed by computing these quantities in the FNPM (which cannot readily be determined from experiments). Computations show that, even before the BP, potential energy starts slowly transforming into kinetic energy (see, e.g., Fig. 7 in . Due to the increasing wave asymmetry during shoaling ( Fig. 1) , however, despite the decrease in potential energy, the crest elevation still increases up to the BP while the back of the wave spreads out and flattens. Beyond the BP, results show that the transformation of potential into kinetic energy accelerates due to the large particle velocities associated with the plunging jet (see, e.g., Fig. 6 in . This leads to the rapid decrease observed in wave height. Synolakis and Skjelbreia (1993) (SS), based on experimental results for mild slopes (s 1:50), identified a zone of rapid decay for the wave height beyond the BP where, H / h . Present FNPM results give an average = 2:7, 1.7, and 0.84, for the 1:100, 1:35, and 1:15 slopes, respectively, i.e., smaller than the value = 4 found by SS. The latter value, however, averaged both dissipative and non-dissipative effects and a smaller rate of decay in FNPM computations should thus be expected. PR and RP provided detailed measurements of wave height variations beyond the BP for solitary waves breaking on mild slopes. In PR-RP's results, it is clear that wave height initially decreases over a horizontal distance about 2-8 h b beyond the BP (almost linearly in a log-log diagram). At this point, wave height starts more strongly decreasing. Comparing these wave height variations to the photographs also given in PR-RP's study, it can be conjectured that the initial wave height decrease observed in experiments represents the non-dissipative wave height reduction calculated in the FNPM, corresponding to jet development before touch down, whereas the stronger subsequent reduction is due to dissipations throughout breaking. Based on the curves in PR-RP's study, one can estimate ' 1:95 for the initial wave height decrease beyond the BP on a 1:52 slope, which is within the range obtained in the present computations.
Breaking criterion and prediction of breaking characteristics
The second problem addressed in this paper is the question of which waves break on which slopes and with which characteristics, with particular attention paid to the transition to breaking, the breaking criterion, and to the breaking indices, depths, and types. numerical results obtained both here and in previous studies by and Otta et al. (1993) (see Table 1 ). The figure shows which waves break and which do not. Breaker types (spilling (SP), plunging (PL), or surging (SU)), also marked on the figure, are discussed in the next Section. We see first of all that a very large wave with H 0 o = 0:75 (i.e., close to the maximum stable height ' 0:78; Tanaka, 1986), does not break if the slope is too steep (s =1:1.73, 1:4), whereas the wave does break on the milder slopes (s =1:8 and 1:15)
12 . For smaller waves, the figure clearly shows a limit between breaking and non-breaking solitary waves that depends on the slope and, in the log-log plot for (H 0 o 1=s), shows up as a linear dependence between log H 0 o and log 1=s (bold solid line in Fig. 10 ). To more exactly locate this limit and to better understand the transition between breaking and non-breaking waves, numerical experiments were carried out on a few different slopes, for waves with height that was incrementally increased across this line.
Figs. 8 and 9 present some of these calculations for 1:15 and 1:8 slopes, respectively, and for three different wave heights for each slope : (i) in part (a), a non-breaking wave height (i.e., below the limit in Fig. 10) ; (ii) in part (b), a wave height that is barely breaking (i.e., on the limit in Fig  10) ; (iii) in part (c), a clearly breaking wave (i.e., above the limit). Parts (d) of the figures show a comparison between the first (non-breaking) profiles (curves a) in part (a) and the last (breaking) profiles (curves d) in parts (b) and (c) of the figures, each scaled by the incident wave height. Data and times t 0 for curves a to d for cases in Figs. 8 and 9 are given in Table 1 . (Several similar computations with small wave height increments--not reported here--were performed for other slopes as well, to determine the exact position of the line in Fig 10) .
Both cases in Figs. 8b and 9b appear to break as surging/collapsing breakers for which no crest overturning actually occurs but the whole wave collapses on itself before surging up the slope. To determine which waves were actually breaking and which were not, we checked if we could calculate a complete runup/run-down cycle without disturbance or break down of the water surface.
The barely breaking profiles in Figs. 8b and 9b show a marked increase in the slope of the wave front face, as compared to the non-breaking profiles in Figs. 8a and 9a (see also parts (d)). The slope never becomes completely vertical, however, and it is conjectured that there is a non-vertical value of this slope which defines the point of transition to breaking. A closer investigation of this, however, requires more computations for a more detailed analysis of the wave kinematics close to the point of intersection of the water surface with the slope, and will have to be left out for further studies.
Cases in Figs. 8b and 9b can be identified in Fig. 10 , as delimiting part of the breaking limit. Characteristics of the latter are further discussed in the following section.
Breaking criterion, breaking type.-The limit between breaking and non-breaking solitary waves, i.e., the breaking criterion (represented by the bold solid line in Fig. 10 ), was determined using a Least Square method based on the calculations, as,
which indicates that incident solitary waves satisfying (1) will break sometime during runup on a slope s.
Many past studies have attempted to define breaking criteria and breaking characteristics for solitary waves on plane slopes. Camfield and Street (1969) (CS) concluded, on the basis of their experiments and of experiments by Ippen and Kulin (1954) , that "there was no evidence of breaking" for slope angles larger than 12 (or, s > 1:4.7). This fully agrees with the criterion (1) which predicts that a wave of maximum height, H 0 o = 0:78, will only break for s < 1 : 4:7.
A different criterion was found by Synolakis (1987) . Using the NSW equations, he suggested that waves would eventually break during runup if, H 0 o > 0:818 s 10=9 . This criterion is indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 10 , and we see that the NSW equations predict that much smaller waves will break than found using the present more accurate method 13 (this could be expected as a result of the shallow water steepening occurring in the non-dispersive NSW equations). NSW equations 13 For waves of sufficiently small height (such as tsunamis), the extrapolation of the two criteria in Fig. 10 o , for which we have not at the present time performed any numerical experiments. Besides, even such small waves will become quite steep when they approach breaking, which means the NSW approximation breaks down. Near breaking, the deviation from the hydrostatic pressure assumed in the NSW equations is important for the wave development.
were shown in a number of studies to quite well predict the runup value for non-breaking solitary waves on mild slopes (e.g., Synolakis, 1987) . Since runup is greatly reduced if waves break, however, the prediction of breaking for waves that actually do not break also means that the NSW equations predict much less runup for this class of non-breaking waves.
Non-dimensional parameters are usually used to predict breaking waves characteristics. A surf-similarity-type parameter would be a possible candidate (Yasuda et al., 1992) . Here, we will use the slope parameter S o , defined as sL o =h o where L o is a characteristic horizontal length scale for the initial wave. The question remains which wave length scale L o to use for a solitary wave. Raichlen and Papanicolaou (1988) suggested to use the width of the incident solitary wave at a height H o =2 above still water level. In the present study, following Klinting and Svendsen (1974) , this width is measured between the points of maximum slope on the solitary wave profile. Using Boussinesq's solitary wave theory, we thus get,
and the slope parameter S o for solitary waves is then defined as,
Incidentally this parameter has a 99.9% correlation with the parameter, s = s=H 0 Hence, using one single parameter S o , we can predict whether a solitary wave will break or not on a given slope and which type of breaking will occur. Wave characteristics at breaking are discussed in the next sections.
Breaking index and breaking depth. 
Results of our computations can be used to derive a similar, albeit improved, relationship. Using a Least Square method for the results of computations in Figs. 2-5 , and 8,9, summarized in Table 1 , along with results of other computations by and Otta et al. (1993) , also summarized in Table 1 , we get. 
with correlation coefficients, R = 0:967 and 0.995, respectively.
An extensive collection of experimental data is available for the breaker index and breaker depth of solitary waves (PR, for 1:52 to 1:164 slopes; Skjelbreia (1987) , for 1:52 to 1:161 slopes; CS, for 1:33 to 1:100 slopes; and , who reported experiments by Veeramony and Svendsen (1994) for a 1:35 slope). These results are all listed in Table 2 and compared 15 in Fig.  11 to values predicted by eqs. (5), (6) and (7), along with numerical data from Table 1. Notice that there are no experimental data for SU breakers 16 . We see that the empirical expressions represent both the numerical and the experimental data very well. It is also seen that types of breaking in each experiment agree with the numerical predictions. More importantly, however, we observe that, when plotted as a function of S o , the data for all slopes and wave heights collapse into one single curve for the breaking index in Fig. 11a . This even applies to the numerical data for SU and one sees that the maximum breaking index, beyond which waves are non-breaking (NB), is 9.05 for a SU breaker, with S o = 0:37. Similarly, the parameter S o =H 0 o makes all data for h b =h o fall on 14 A similar result was obtained for periodic waves by Svendsen (1987) . Because of the use of the conventional wave length for L o in that work and the use of parameters at the break point, the two results are not directly comparable. 15 To facilitate the comparison, the experimental data have been fitted to expressions similar to (5) and (6), and the results are shown as dashed curves in Fig. 11 . 16 For the breaker index in Fig. 11a , the data available from numerical and physical experiments does not make it possible to distinguish different laws for the two radically different breaking processes of PL and SU. For this, more data would be needed in the interval of S o between 0.2 and 0.3. In Fig. 11b , on the other hand, the two processes clearly distinguish themselves in the h b =h o data. the same curves in Fig. 11b . No other representation is capable of this. Note, however, that h b is measured as the undisturbed depth under the wave crest (see Fig. 1 ) and as this depth becomes very small when we approach large values of S o , results obviously become similarly uncertain. Fig. 12a to CS's experimental criterion (4). It is immediately seen that, because CS's (dashed) expression uses s rather than S o , it cannot account for the influence of wave height on a given slope 17 , which is rather significant for average to steep slopes (curves a-h). It is noticed, however that for very gentle slopes (1:100 or less; S o very small) both criteria (5) and (4) At the BP, results in Table 1 for c 0 b show that, on the two milder slopes, the NSW equations mostly overpredict crest celerity (by up to 59%), the overprediction being larger for the smaller waves on the milder slope. The comparison of results of FNBM and FNPM results by Wei et al. (1995) , for a range of slopes 1:100 to 1:8, showed that wave celerity is quite well predicted in the FNBM, except right at the BP where the FNBM slightly underpredicts celerity. Since the FNBM has fully nonlinear terms, as do NSW eqs., the larger discrepancies observed here with the NSW equations are thus likely due to a lack of dispersive effects in these equations (such observations were already made by , on the basis of two computations). This is well supported by the larger discrepancies observed in Table 1 for the smaller waves shoaling over the milder slopes, for which the longer distances of propagation are likely to make dispersive effects increase. On the two steeper slopes, overprediction of celerity is less, with a maximum of 10%, but celerity is underpredicted in most cases (by up to 43%). These results, again, show the inadequacy of the NSW equations to describe wave kinematics close to the BP, where vertical accelerations (i.e., dispersive effects) and, hence, non-hydrostatic pressure increase.
The breaking index relationship (5) is compared in
An empirical expression was derived for c 0 b based on results in 
Conclusions
Summarizing the results, we conclude that :
No wave that can propagate stably on a constant depth breaks on slopes steeper than 12 The most important parameter deciding the shape of breaking waves is the slope, the initial wave height being of secondary importance. Thus, breaker shapes are fairly self-similar on a given slope. On the milder slopes, however, breakers are more peaky and deformed for the smaller incident waves. Sizes of plunging jets for SP and PL increase significantly with the slope. SP and PL waves propagate for 1 to 3h o beyond the BP, before their breaker jet hits the free surface.
Shoaling rates for mild slopes (s < 1:20) increase monotonously towards breaking and may even increase faster than h ;1 , the rate predicted by Boussinesq theory for solitary waves.
Shoaling rates decrease dramatically with increasing slope steepness and, on steeper slopes (> 1 : 15), the rates are much lower than predicted by Green's law and can even be negative (i.e., wave height decreases towards the BP). Beyond the BP, wave height initially decreases with H / h (2;3) . This (non-dissipative) decrease, also observed in experiments, is associated with a transformation of potential energy into kinetic energy in the wave, at an increased rate beyond the BP due to larger velocities in plunging jets. After touch-down of the jet, the FNPM is not applicable and experiments show that wave height decreases at a higher rate due to dissipations in the flow.
For all slopes investigated here, the breaking index H b =h b is well above the limit of approximately 0.80 of the steepest stable wave on constant depth. This is also supported by experiments. For moderately steep slopes or very small waves (i.e., large S o < 0:37), waves may break very close to the shoreline and the breaking index becomes very large (with a maximum of about 9 for h b measured under the wave crest). On a given slope, the breaking index increases with the decreasing wave height.
Empirical expressions (5)- (7) for the breaking index and the breaking depth, developed by curve fitting of the numerical results, agree well with experimental results and can be used to predict wave characteristics at breaking. Results for breaking criterion, breaker-type, and indices are summarized in Fig. 12b .
Wave crest celerity decreases when waves propagate beyond the BP. At breaking, wave celerity is significantly over-or under-predicted by the NSW equations (by up to 59%), for mild or steep slopes, respectively. The empirical expression (8) can be used to predict wave celerity at breaking.
Appendix I-A review of FNPM governing equations
Equations and numerical methods for the FNPM are briefly reviewed here. Details can be found in Grilli et al (1989) , Grilli (1993) , and Grilli and Subramanya (1994, 1996) . The velocity potential (x t ) is used to represent inviscid irrotational 2D flows in the vertical plane (x z) and the velocity is defined by u = r = ( u w) (Fig. 1) . Continuity equation in the fluid domain (t) with boundary ;(t) is a Laplace's equation for the potential
Using free space Green's function, G(x x l ) = ;(1=2 ) log j x ; x l j, and Green's second identity, equation (9) transforms into the boundary integral equation (BIE),
in which x = ( x z) and x l = ( x l z l ) are position vectors for points on the boundary, n is the unit outward normal vector, and (x l ) is a geometric coefficient.
Equation (10) is solved by a boundary element method (BEM; Brebbia and Walker, 1978) , using a set of collocation nodes on the boundary and higher-order elements to interpolate in between the collocation nodes. Integrals in (10) are numerically evaluated and the resulting algebraic system of equations is assembled and solved for the equivalent discretized problem.
Along the stationary bottom ; b , a no-flow condition is prescribed by @ @n = 0 o n ; b
Solitary waves are generated in the model, over a region of constant depth h o , by simulating a piston wavemaker motion on the "open sea" boundary of the computational domain, ; r1 (t) (as in laboratory experiments), or by specifying the potential normal velocity @ =@nand the elevation at initial time t 0 , for the incident wave, directly on the free surface (as in Tanaka, 1986 
respectively, with r, the position vector on the free surface, g the gravitational acceleration, z the vertical coordinate, p a the pressure at the free surface, assumed zero in the applications, and the fluid density. At a given time, computations in the model proceed forward in time by integrating the fully nonlinear free surface boundary conditions (12) and (13) Appendix V-List of figure captions (7); (-----) curve fits to experiments. Numerical data in Table 1 are represented by : ( ) SP-PL and ( ) SU. Experimental data in Table 2 
